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Matthew 6:33; 1 John 2:6;
2 Chronicles 16:9
BIBLICAL TEACHINGS: The Bible teaches we are to train our people to become maximumly mature in
Christ-likeness and especially learn to walk by faith and love. This is so that we can know and relate to
God toward His maximum in eternity. To gain this maturity is the main reason we are here. We are
to train now to walk with God and do His work. A major part of His work is to evangelize the children (85%
come to Christ as children) in our communities so that our ministry will continue and to gain the maximum
number of new Christians. When we are filled with the Holy Spirit, we will sing melody from our hearts in
great worship to the Lord. (Good music has the melody dominate, the harmony next, and the rhythm under
control (E.g. use great hymns, but not dominate, repetitive loud beat - rock type music.)
WHAT IS HAPPENING TO OUR CHURCHES: Many (most) of our churches are now falling away from
God’s best by using “limited” Bible teaching (very often without endtimes prophecy and what we will
experience as the endtimes come) and rock-type music to draw the youth and to gain numbers. They are
doing insufficient evangelism of the children in the communities. Thus, our churches are becoming immature
with (by being transformed to have) a loss of biblical intellect and with a low plateau of biblical knowledge.
They know little if any endtimes Bible prophecy. This is satanic strategy for the endtimes so that our
church people will not know what is happening when the endtimes come and will fall away under
the great endtimes persecution. They may not know that they will go through the endtimes Tribulation.
This is with the purposes that the elect might not believe the Gospel and accomplish God’s work. It allows
Satan more power to rule. Such church life is clearly Satanic endtimes strategy.

EFFECTS OF ROCK-TYPE MUSIC: I realize we have different views. However, rock music,
because of its structure (loud dominate syncopated repetitive beat), hinders our spiritual growth and does
not bring needed worship to God. We must thoroughly understand that the structure of loud drum beat rock
music came from Voodooism and the cults and was used to call up evil spirits and demons. It is the kind of
music that Satan likes. When the churches use it, they can inadvertently bring much worship to Satan. This
music, over the long term, impedes one from becoming maximumly mature in Christ-likeness and
maximumly following the leading of the Holy Spirit. This in turn impedes great ministry from happening and
brings less glory to God. (E.g. Churches are not adequately maturing their people, evangelizing

the children in their communities, and warning their people of the soon-coming endtimes.)
Loud repetitive drum or percussion beat rock-type music irritates the spirit and soul. This causes some bad
health effects. It can reduce our sensitivity to listen to the Lord, study the Bible, and obey Him in a more
fuller manner. Our minds being low on Bible doctrine, we can tolerate more of the modern rock-type music
in our churches and go to elementary training, no longer doing expository preaching. We make
compromises such as no longer having the committed action to evangelize the children in our entire local
areas and to maximumly mature our people in Christ-likeness using God’s “Whole Counsel.” In contrast,
our hearts no longer sing melody to the Lord using the great hymns to worship the Lord we love and serve.
WHAT CHURCH LEADERS SHOULD NOW DO: Church leaders should now do “personal research”
and determine the dangerous effects of rock music and brief their own people on these effects, so
that they will no longer sit under it. The concept here is to not “think” what you want to “think” about loud
beat rock music until “after leaders personally do research” and “know” where rock drum beat music came
from, how it is used, and what effects it has on people. Once “one” does “personal” research on rock
music and knows and/or discovers its evil effects, worship of Satan, and being used to call up
demons and evil spirits, one will most likely never use it in any amount in the church. One will go
to in-depth teaching and training and use the great hymns and similar music in the churches.
WEBSITE REFERENCES: The Endtimes Are Soon Coming - State of the Union Message: Special Love
Letter-report to Our Church Elders; Important and Urgent Changes to Make (Many references are included
on the evils of using rock music).

